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The design of the ‘Sahara’ sofa evokes the 
gorgeous interior of a desert nomad’s tent opening 
onto the starry sky. Leather, fabric and wood 
blend together into a warm combination. The seat 
and back cushions look like independent elements 
casually arranged on the supporting platform. 
The appealing base extends to one end to create 
a convenient side table available in a range of 
sophisticated finishes, from glossy marble to cool 
terrazzo. The platform and seat are joined only by 
a vertical element with rounded edges inspired by 
the curved lines of the Sahara nomad’s traditional 
khaima tents.

Sahara is available in several configurations — 
three-seater, four-seater, daybed, etc. Designed for 
hospitality.

Design by Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance
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COLORS

Base:

Back panels:

Upholstery:

Legs:

Top:

SAHARA

MATERIALS AND FINISHES

Base: Leather or Canaletto walnut veneer wood
Back panels: leather
Upholstery: fabrics or leather
Legs:Black powder coated aluminium 
Top: Satin emperador Silver dark, Satin emperador Tundra, Satin terrazzo 
Botticino marble

Size: 
W4163xD1585xH838xHS425mm

W163" 7/8 xD62" 3/8 xH32" 7/8

Size: 
W2738xD879xH838xHS425mm

W107" 3/4 xD34" 1/2 xH32" 7/8

Size: 
W2738xD879xH838xHS425mm

W107" 3/4 xD34" 1/2 xH32" 7/8

VARIANTS AND SIZES Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance is a French designer 
working across a wide range of disciplines and 
materials to create a unified body of work with 
a narrative deeply rooted in nature. Born in 
the south of France in 1974, he followed in his 
father’s footsteps to pursue formal training in 
sculpture from the École Nationale Supérieure 
des Arts Appliqués et des Métiers d’Art, before 
going on to earn a degree in furniture design 
from Les Arts Décoratifs. Drawing from his rich 
creative background, Noé approaches design 
with an instinct and sensibility that shape a 
variety of projects ranging from architecture 
to furniture, from interiors to bespoke, limited-
edition collections. Throughout his career, he has 
collaborated with industry-leading bands such as 
Saint Louis, Hermès, Ligne Roset, Cinna, Ceccotti 
Collezioni, Bernhardt Design, Sèvres, Le Mobilier 
National, Dior, Baccarat, La Chance, Petite Friture, 
Zanotta, Tacchini, ZaoZuo, Kundalini, Neal Feay. 
He has also contributed to many exhibitions and 
consulted for many cultural institutions.

La Manufacture is a brand where design and 
fashion collide. A brand where a certain je ne 
sais quoi of French allure meets the best Italian 
craftsmanship. A certain idea of French lifestyle 
(re) interpreted by world-renowned international 
designers. Each collection will highlight world-
class craftsmanship, timeless aesthetics and 
enduring quality.
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